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A Reliquary and Other Poems is a portrait of the poet aging. It is elegies for lost friends
and odes to absent ones, the poet himself suffering in sickness yet never despondent.
There is real joy here, a vivacious voice confined to a wheelchair singing out to the
world. The poems are both relics contained within a reliquary and the reliquary itself,
yet they are also alive with the witty and masterful plays of language for which Hine is
best known.
Daryl Hine was born in Burnaby B.C., attended McGill University, and spent much of his
life in Chicago. Among his many accolades, he was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship
in 1986, a Guggenheim Fellowship, and the Harold Morton Landon Translation Award
from the Academy of American Poets in 2005. Daryl Hine died in August 2012.
ISBN 978-1-55455-225-2
5.75 x 8.75 • 84 pages
Trade Paper • $14.95 CAD

&: A Serial Poem

ISBN 978-1-55455-164-4
5.5 x 8.5 • 112 pages
Trade Paper • $16.95 CAD

Recollected Poems

ISBN 978-1-55455-021-0
8.5 x 5.5 • 128 pages
Trade Paper • $19.00 CAD

“Daryl Hine’s is a cultured voice. It avoids stuffiness, egoism and shallow ironies. At the centre of this hailstorm
of rhyme is a calm—one made of seeming trifles, yet with thinking that is profound. It is a reflection on
civilization as a whole, and is the summing up of a life in particular weighed against eternity.”
—GG Literary Awards
“Hine is a poet in whom an almost irresistible exuberance of language brims to the utmost; a fierce jollity, a
luxuriance in the elemental stuff of words, propels his verse.”
—Eric Ormsby, poet, scholar, man of letters
“Daryl Hine is, I believe, a genius.”
—Bill Coyle, Contemporary Poetry Review

Alongside by Anne Compton
Anne Compton’s fourth collection, Alongside, tells an unexpected love story, a
celebration of beauty which begins in the mind and wanders out into the garden
and back again through the library. It is a story that moves between the wild and
the domestic. Beauty, like the figure of the fox that appears and re-appears here,
is joyous and elusive, glimpsed and gone. Every poem in the book is a
conversation, with other writers, with lovers, with books, and an Island past. A
conversation about the way in which the unlived life always walks beside us.
“Let Compton’s last word be for great things coming in small packages. She shows
how the voice in the minor key, the diminutive register, can be itself open and
expansive, can find an amplitude at the heart of its dignified humilities.”
—Jeffery Donaldson, The Antigonish Review
ISBN 978-1-55455-227-6
5.75 x 8.75 • 84 pages
Trade Paper • $14.95 CAD
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Anne Compton is a two-time winner of the Atlantic Poetry Prize and winner of the
Governor General’s Literary Award for Poetry for her second collection, Processional. In
2008, she was awarded the Alden Nowlan Award for Excellence in English Language
Literary Arts. A former teacher and writer-in-residence at the University of New
Brunswick at Saint John, she developed and directed the acclaimed Lorenzo Reading
Series. She was born and raised on Prince Edward Island.

Anne Compton’s voice is unique—at once
passionate and refined. Her poems slip into one’s
consciousness, a felt presence in a quiet room.
—Jury’s comments for the 2005 Governor General’s
Literary Awards

Processional
ISBN 978-1-55041-344-1
5 x 8.5 • 112 pages
Trade Paper • $15.00 CAD

Asking Questions
Indoors and Out

ISBN 978-1-55455-114-9
6.5 x 9 • 96 pages
Trade Paper • $15.00 CAD

Opening the Island
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Digressions: Prose Poems, Collage Poems, and Sketches by Robyn Sarah
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Robyn Sarah is a poet of variousness and formal acuity, and Digressions is very much
about both of those things. The prose poems, collage poems, and sketches collected
here—many for the first time—“represent forays down side roads I have explored from
time to time”, as she writes in her foreword.
Robyn Sarah is the author of several poetry collections, including The Touchstone: Poems
New and Selected and Questions About The Stars, as well as two collections of short
stories. Born in New York City in 1949 to Canadian parents, she grew up in Montreal,
where she still lives.

Robyn Sarah

ISBN 978-1-55455-234-4
5.75 x 8.75 • 103 pages
Trade Paper • $14.95 CAD
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Beverley Bie Brahic is a poet with her eye on what is happening between us, between
continents on which she lives, between familial relationships, between languages in which
she works.
Beverley Bie Brahic is a poet and translator. Born in Saskatoon, she grew up in Vancouver
and was educated at the University of British Columbia, Columbia University, and the
Université de Provence. She has published a poetry collection, Against Gravity (Worple,
2005) and a number of translations from French. She lives in Stanford, California and Paris,
France.
Beverley Bie Brahic is a poet with her eye on what is happening between us,
between the continents on which she lives, between family members, between
the two languages in which she works. in this, her second collection – the first
to be published in canada – her assured and dignified voice speaks of the
world around her, creating original and fascinating poems.
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Beverley Bie Brahic

Interminable, flights home – I doze
and wake, peer down the airshaft
of space at shadows thrown across arctic ice
– Greenland, Baﬃn –
what on earth time is it down there?
In Paris, night falls without haste; starlings
flock to the oak. A neighbour appears on her porch,
gives her white cloth
a conjurer’s shake. Crumbs, crumbs.
Down come the starlings.
from “Jingle Pot Road”
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White Sheets by Beverley Bie Brahic

“These poems live and breathe in large subjects – elegies, memories, images.
They move easily from urban pastorals to domestic portraits, never losing
their balance, always commanding their narratives. This is a book of craft,
music and a collected vision of life that provides pleasure on every page.”

ISBN 978-1-55455-273-3
5.75 x 8.75 • 72 pages
Trade Paper • $15.00 CAD

Crown and Ribs by Blaise Moritz
In Crown and Ribs, Blaise Moritz’s
debut collection, the poet
wanders the urban landscape
singing hymns to work and
creation.
ISBN 978-1-55455-038-8
8.5 x 5.5 • 112 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

Loon Laughter by Paul Leet Aird
Illustrated by Thoreau MacDonald

Loon Laughter is a book of fables
and tales written about wild plants
and animals, from an ecological
perspective.
ISBN 978-1-55041-390-8
5.5 x 8.5 • 87 pages
Trade Paper • $14.95 CAD

– eavan Boland
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Introductions: Poets Present
Poets by Evan Jones
This exciting anthology brings together
15 of this country’s most honoured
and influential poets whose goal is to
introduce this generation’s finest—yet
lesser known—poets.
ISBN 978-1-55041-627-5
5.75 x 8.75 • 112 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

Flat Side by Monty Reid
• Stephan G. Stephansson Award for
Poetry
• Alberta Book Cover Award
ISBN 978-0-88995-188-4
5 x 8.5 • 96 pages
Trade Paper • $12.95 CAD

The Day in Moss by Eric Miller

Gospel by Stephen Scobie

Eric Miller is a poet of place and time.
The Day In Moss, his third poetry
collection, explores the natural world
in his distinctive style.

“The care Scobie takes to tell simply...
makes Gospel a testament to words.”
—Books in Review

ISBN 978-1-55455-084-5
6 x 9 • 96 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

ISBN 978-0-88995-116-7
6 x 9 • 72 pages
Trade Paper • $4.95 CAD

Hermit’s Kiss by Richard Teleky

Maps of Invariance by John Smith

Teleky’s poems explore these kinds of
themes, sickness and suffering, age
and loneliness, and abandon the local
in favour of the literary.

Smith turns from lyrical poems to
highly agile prose poems—reflections,
dreams, and essays—every one
showcasing his rare wit and wisdom.

ISBN 978-1-55041-571-1
5.5 x 8.5 • 210 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

ISBN 978-1-55041-980-1
5 x 8 • 112 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

Meetings with Maritime Poets

Nothing Fell Today But Rain

by Anne Compton

Sixteen Maritime poets explore the
relationship between poetry and place
in conversations with Anne Compton.
ISBN 978-1-55041-996-2
6 x 9 • 400 pages
Trade Paper • $28.95 CAD

by Evan Jones
His lyrical style shapes a contemporary
mood with mythic echoes, marrying
the mysterious with the mundane and
revealing the stark oppositions and
sharp distances in our everyday lives.
ISBN 978-1-55041-750-0
5.5 x 8.5 • 96 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

The Poetry of Lucy Maud
Montgomery by Kevin McCabe
While ordinary people can respond to
these eternal truths, Montgomery’s
poems will continue to be read and
treasured.
ISBN 978-1-55041-402-8
6 x 9 • 153 pages
Trade Paper • $12.95 CAD
Sky Atlas by Alan R. Wilson

Pornograph by Jonathan Wilcke
Pornograph is a collection of poems
that grabs at the physical alienation
that occurs between the act of naming
and the physical body.
ISBN 978-0-88995-287-4
6 x 9 • 96 pages
Trade Paper • $4.95 CAD

Taking the Gate by Stephen Scobie

Sky Atlas, based on the 88
constellations, is itself a sequence of 88
sonnets.

The lyrical meditations of Taking the
Gate are part poetry, part prose; part
travel writting, part autobiography and
create an evocative account of the
rediscovery of landscape and memory.

ISBN 978-1-55455-085-2
6 x 9 • 96 pages
Trade Paper • $5.00 CAD

ISBN 978-0-88995-155-6
9 x 7 • 240 pages
Trade Paper • $7.95 CAD

• Atlantic Poetry Prize Nominee
• ReLit Award Nominee
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